USE THE POSSIBILITIES GIVEN
BY MAGIC HOME TECHNOLOGY*

EXPLORE THE BENEFITS OF

STAINS MADE
BY CHILDREN
STAINS MADE
BY PETS

EASY WATER CLEANING
DIFFICULT LIQUIDS ABSORPTION
ECO FRIENDLY FABRICS
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FIRE RETARDANT

FOOD
STAINS

SUITABLE FOR PETS
LIQUID
STAINS
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ALLERGY FREE

www.magichometechnologies.pl
*Ask the salesman about functions of chosen fabric or check out our website www.magichomecollection.pl

EASY
WATER
CLEANING
Already at the production stage fibres
are coated with special molecules
that protect the fabric against being
penetrated by dirt. Thanks to this,
all stains can be cleaned quickly
and efficiently.*
molecules that protect
fabric fibers

DIFFICULT
LIQUIDS
ABSORPTION
The technology of covering the fabric
with a special hydrophobic coating
effectively hinders the absorption
of spilled liquids, leaving their drops
on the surface of the fabric.*

CHECK HOW SIMPLE IT IS
REMOVE STAINS IN 3 STEPS
STICKY STAINS

Sprinkle the remains of the stain with
water and drain with a paper towel.*

are made with natural fibers such as cotton,
linen or viscose, while OEKO-TEX certificate
confirms that they are safe for natural
environment.*

They meet strictly defined standards, thanks
to which they minimise the risk of spreading
fire. Flame-retardant fabrics are primarily
intended for public utility buildings.*

Leave for drying.
* In the case of problematic stains, soak
the stain with water again and wipe with
a microfiber cloth using pure soap until
the stain is removed completely.
Leave the material to dry.

coffee, tea, juice etc.

Collect spilled liquid with absorbent towel.

Sprinkle the remains of the stain with
water and drain with a paper towel.*

*refers to selected fabrics

ALLERGY
FREE

The advanced technology of fabric
production makes the daily joy shared
with your pet unrestricted.
Products from this group are easy to clean
and have higher resistance to dirt
and scratches.*

Magic Home fabrics meet high quality
standards, confirmed by the Oeko-Tex
Standard 100 certificate, issued
by an independent research institute.
It means that they are friendly
to human skin and health, meet human
and environmental safety requirements
and do not contain harmful substances.*

Leave for drying.

INK STAINS pen, marker etc.*
* Applies to stains on eco-leathers.

To remove dirt from the pen, prepare
a white rubber for abrasion.

Wipe off the dirt with a rubber, making
decisive movements. **

*refers to selected fabrics

SUITABLE
FOR PETS

* *In the case of problematic stains, use
sprayed ethyl alcohol.

**refers to selected fabrics

FIRE RETARDANT
FABRICS

ketchup, mayonnaise, yogurt, sauces etc.

Remove the stain with a spoon: carefully,
without pressing in or rubbing the smear
in the fabric.

LIQUID STAINS

ECO FRIENDLY
FABRICS

Enjoy the cleanliness of your sofa.

*refers to selected fabrics

*refers to selected fabrics

